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ing which may be of any suitable material or
The casing shown is denoted in a
Be it known that I. “'ALTER \V. )LissIE, a l general way by ‘2 and I ?nd that I can make

To all whom it may concern: '

I shape.

citizen of the United States,-residing at Provi- j it satisfactorily of wood,. while it is prefer
dence, in the county of Providence and State 3 ably made in cylindrical form in order to 60
of Rhode Island. have invented new and use- ', accommodate the inductance 3. The induct~
ful Improvements in a Combined Tuning ance is practically semi-circular and is con
Coil and (:ondenser. of which the following is \ tiguous toythe inner surface of the wall or
body of the casing 12. The cap of the casing
a s ecification.
‘his invention relates'to combined tuning \ I prefer to make removable so‘ as to obtain 65
l ready access at any time to the interior of
and condensers.
10 coils
A device involving my invention embodies | the casing. The inductance may be held
a casing in which are contained an inductance ?xedly within the casing in any desirable
l

coil and the elements of a condenser, by l way and its. top or .upper surface .is bared
reason of which compactness is'assured. I throughout the entire length thereof for en— 70

provide for the adjustment of the inductance gagement by adjustable contacts, as will
and the condenser and instead of using shd- \ hereinafter more particularly appear:
The condenser is composed of several super
ing contact devices, I use swinging contact
devices and insure in this way accuracy. ‘of posed lates of semicircular form which are
adjustment. \Yhere contact blocks are em genera ly made from brass. The plates 4 are 75
ployed it is a diflicult thing to slide them back i stationary in the casing while the plates 5 are
and forth and if an attem t is made to move

them a slight distance tliey are invariably

revoluble.‘ the plates 5 being fastened to a

spindle or shaft 6 arranged perpendicularly

_ ower end in
pushed beyond the point desired by the of the casing and stepped at its
power expended in starting them.
the bottom of said casing. The spindle or
My combined tuning coil and condenser l shaft ,6 extends upward through the top or

80

possess other advantages which with the l cap of the casing and rigidly carries at its
foregoing will be set out at length in the fol upper end the pointer 7 provided with a tin
lowing description. while the novelty of said ger- )iece S to secure the ready manipulation
invention will be included in the claims suc

ceeding said description.
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In the drawings accompanyinor and form

and thereby of the plates 5
ofmovable
tl1e pointer
therewith. The plates 5 are cov

85

'ered with anysuit able insulating material and

ing a part of this speci?cation show one they are moved into the spaces between the
form of embodiment of the invention which stationary plates 4 dit’ferent distances to reg
to enable those skilled in the art to practice ulate capacity in the closed oscillatory cir; 90

said invention will be fully set forth in said cuit hereinafter described-of which the con

35

description.
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Certain variations, - however,

may be adopted within the scope of my sai
claims.
Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a
top plan view of a combined tuning coil and
condenser including my invention. Fig. '2
is a horizontal section. of said device and Fig.

denser forms a part. The plates 4' may be
held in the casing in any desirable way. for

example. by screws, as 9, extended through
formed in the circular margins 95
oferforations
the said plates -l and tapped into the bot
tom of the casing '2, the screws being sur

rounded by washers or spacing elements 10
3 is a. cross sectioni~=of"t
same. Fig. 4 is a to hold the said plates 4 out of contact with
diagrammatic vlew of a closed oscillatory each other and the desired distances apart 100
receiving circuit provided with a combine and also to hold the ‘lower one out of contact
tuning coil and condenser, such as is shown with the bottom of the casing. . The-washers

in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, said Fig. 4 also illustrating

10 are of insulating materia .

Surrounding

vertical and ground connections with the the spindle or shaft 6 are washers 11 separat
50

lates 5 from each other. the plates 5 105
said circuit. Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic view
of a modi?ed form of combined tuning coil and washers 11 being clamped against a
and condenser also involving my invention. shoulder 12- on said shaft by the nut» 13, all as
Like characters refer to like parts through clearly represented in Fig. 3.
upon the shaft 6
Surrounding and turnable levers
out the several ?gures.
l4 and 15, 110
' The inductance and condenser elements of

55

my device areanounted within a suitable cas»

are the hubs of two contact

2
each provided with a resilient member as 16 '

on the underside thereof to traverse the

bared upper surface of the inductance 3.
Each of the levers 14 and 15 is provided with
a knob or ?nger piece as 17 whereby it may

It)

receiving circuit and vertical can be readily
and easily adjusted and the capacity in said
Y receiving circuit can be similarly and easily
e?'ected by the operation of the pointer 7.
In Fig. 5 I have shown in diagram a slight
modi?cation of the combined tuning coil and
‘condenser. The closed circuit including the
condenser or capacity and inductance, which

be_ea..sily operated. I Upon the levers 11 and
15 a'ire indexes or pointers as 18 adapted to
traverse the graduations 19 upon the outer
side of the scale 20, the pointer 7 to which I
have hereinbefore referred being adapted to . parts are shown in said F iv. 5, has means for
traverse the vraduations 21 upon the inner obtaining a regulation of the inductance and

75

movable plates 40 of the condenser are con
nected with'and are movable by a lever ~11,
11 and 15 are of substantially inverted L ' and said movable plates cooperate with the
shape, the horizontal branches of the two L stationary plates 42, said movab e and sta

80'
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side ofsaidsca e 20 fastenedsuitably to the top capacity by a single lever. In this ?gure the

or cover of the casing 2. The lever 11 carries
a scale 22. The outer ends of the two levers

portions being adapted to overhang the scale tionary plates being practically the same as
20 and the scale 22 being carried upon the those hereinbefore described in connection
horizontal branches of the lever 14 as clearly with the ?rst form of condenser. It follows,
_ therefore, that on the manipulation of the
- lever 41' the capacity can be regulated. The

shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

In Fig. -1 I have shown at 25 the so-called
vertical of a wireless telegraphic system. the inductance 43 is of curved form and con
same extending to the contact 26 on the cas centric with the axis of motion of the lever 41
ing 2. From the contact 26 to the contact and the several condenser plates 40. The
lever 14 the conductor 27 extends. From lever is equipped with a suitable spring con
one end of the inductance 3 to the contact 28 . tact arranged to traverse the bared ortion
the conductor 29 extends, while from the op- -

of the inductance exactly as hereinbeibre de
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posite end ofsa-id inductance the conductor 30 scribed. The condenser and inductance are

30

extends and is connected to the upper one of 'incased in a box exactly as previouslv de

the stationary plates 4 and also to the con- i scribed and it is my custom to have this lever

tact lever 15 through a portion of the induct- - operate upon the upper side of the box, which

ance.

From the contact lever 15 there ex- ; upper side is also equipped with several bind

tends the conductor 31, said conductor con- ' ing posts as 44. 15. 46, and 47. i The binding

sti’tuting a ground connection and beino' in- ! post ~14 is connected with the aerial and by a
tersected by the contact 32 on the top 0? the ’ connection as 48 with a lever as 49 also
casing 2. From ‘the bottom of the condenser adapted to traverse the inductance 43. Or 100
there extends the conductor 33, said con dinarily the'lever 49 contacts with the in
ductor running to the contact 34 on said cas ductance 43 at the extreme outer end thereof
ing top. The two contacts 28 and 3-1 are or what is in the ?gure the u per end/thereof,
40 connected by conductors as 283 and 34a and as I ?nd that I can satisfactorily use the
a wave detector (not shown) with a suitable lever ~11 for simultaneously adjusting both 105
receiver, not shown. The receiver may be a inductance and capacity. To facilitate its
telephone receiver or any other device suit- ‘ operation the lever ~11 may, as has been dcL
scribed in connection with the two levers 17,
able for receiving signals.
'
.
as
From the connections described it will be may
beequipped
also be furnished
with a handle
with aand
scale
thecoopera- 11o
obvious that I provide a closed oscillatorv
receiving circuit in which are incorporated tive with a pointer onsaid lever 41. 'I usu
inductance and capacity, said circuit having j ally mount the lever 49 upon the under side
vertical and ground connections. The capac of the boxing. The lever 41 is of metal con
ity may be readily varied bv tu '
the struction so as to provide for its electric con
ointer 7 and the capacity will be indicated nection with the condenser and is connected 115
35

y the graduations 21. such graduations in-c' by a connection as 50 to the bin ' post 47
dicating micro-farads. The aduations '19 which leads to ground. The binding

upon the outer side of said sca e 20 and upon
e scale 22 indicate milli-henrvs and are for

'

45 and 46 are connected with the receiver.

In both forms of the device hereinbefore
described
the'inductance is of circular form 120
adjust‘ the inductance of the closed re
and is concentric with the axis of motion
ceiving
circuit
and
vertical,
respectively.
'
In
f
each
series of graduations the zero mark is l of an adjusting lever which latter is adapted
in. one case to vary the inductance and, in
the other, to vary both inductance and ca

vertical
moved
the
at the
graduations
left
toward
is thereof
read and
upon
19in-Fig.
for
from
The
the
adjusting
1.the
scale
inductance
The
zero
22
inlever
between
uctance
oint
in15the
on
is i

in the closed circuit.

pacity. By virtue of the construction de- 125'
scribed I secure an exceedingly compact ar
rangement.

65

the

inters.18. By

emanipulation of the ;

twoligvels 14 and 15 inductance in the closed 1

“'hat I claim is: .i _

'
_

‘

I

‘ 1. In a device of the class described, a

casing, an inductance coil in the casing,‘ 130

3

886,302 .

and a condenser in the casing madev up- of

4. In a device of the class described, an

superposed stationary ‘and movable plates, inductance coil, a condenser having mov

_ the movable plates being adapted to expand able plates, a lever for operating the movable
into ‘the spaces between the stationary plates to vary the capacity of the condenser,

plates, and a membenfor operating said‘ and a substantially circular inductance coil
,movable plates, the inductance being sub- ' operatively associated ‘with the condenser,
stantially circular and approximately con approximately concentric with the axis of

35
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motion of and engageable by said lever.

centric with the axis of motion of the mov

able platespand ‘being engageable by said

5. In a device of the class described, the

combination of capacity involving super
2. In a device of the class described, a posed plates,-certain of which are movable,

operating member.

I

casing, an inductance coil in the casing, a
condenser in the casing made u of super
osed stationary and movable p ates, and a
~15 ever connected with the movable lates for
simultaneously operating them‘ a to carry
them into and out of the spaces between the

an inductance, and means for simultaneously

moving the several movable plates to regu
late the capacity and for simultaneously
adjusting the inductance.
6. In a device of the class described, a

condenser consisting of superposed station

50

and movable plates, the movable plates
stationary l1plates, the inductance coil being ary
being ada ted to extend into the spaces
y circular, approximately con
centric with the axis of motion of the lever, between tiie stationary plates, an induct

, sub'stantia

20

and .engageable by ‘said lever.

.

ance coil substantially circular and con

centric with the axis of movement of the 55
casing, an inductance coil in the casing, a movable late-s, and means for operating
condenser in the casing‘ made up of super said mova le plates to regulate the capacity
‘ 3. In a device of the class "described, a

posedst'ationary and movable substantially and for simultaneously adjusting the induct
'
semi-circular plates, the movable plates being ance coil.

In test-imonywhereof I have hereunto set
ada ted to enter the spaces between the
stationary'plates, and a lever connected with my hand in presence ‘of two subscribing wit
and for simultaneously operating all the
W. MASSIE.
movable piatesythe inductance coil‘ being Witnesses: WALTER
A
substantia y circular, approximately con
FRANKLIN D. FORD,
centric with the axis of motion of the lever
L. E. HINCKLEY.
and engageable by the latter.
.
HGSSGS.
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